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Abstract

Ladner (J. Assoc. Comput. Mach. 22 (1975) 155) showed that there are no minimal recursive
sets under polynomial-time reductions. Given any recursive set A, Ladner constructs a set B such
that B strictly reduces to A but B does not lie in P. The set B does have very long sequences
of input lengths of easily computable instances.
We examine whether Ladner’s results hold if we restrict ourselves to “uniformly hard lan-

guages” which have no long sequences of easily computable instances. Under a hard to disprove
assumption, we show that there exists a minimal recursive uniformly hard set under honest
many-one polynomial-time reductions.
c© 2002 Elsevier Science B.V. All rights reserved.

1. Introduction

When we look at the complexity class NP of problems computable in nondeter-
ministic polynomial time, we usually consider two groups of problems: those which
have e>cient solutions (P); and those which are as hard as any other problem in NP
(NP-complete). These two groups may not cover all problems, there may be problems
that are too hard to be in P but not hard enough to be NP-complete.
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If P=NP then all of the NP problems collapse to P and no such incomplete problems
occur. Ladner [18] shows this is the only case.

Theorem 1 (Ladner). If P �=NP then there exist sets in NP that are neither in
P nor NP-complete.

While Theorem 1 is widely quoted, the proof is not necessarily widely known. We
give two distinct proofs of this result in Appendix A.
These proofs give much more than Theorem 1. Polynomial time reducibilities cali-

brate languages into equivalence classes of the same level of complexity. The equiva-
lence classes are called degrees. One example of a degree is the collection of
NP-complete languages. The polynomial time degrees form a partial ordering where
a6b iM there is a polynomial time procedure � and languages A∈ a; B∈ b such that
� reduces A to B. The proofs in Appendix A can be easily modi@ed to show that the
polynomial time degrees of computable languages are a dense partial ordering.

Theorem 2 (Ladner). For every computable language B not in P, there exists a lan-
guage A such that

(1) A is not in P
(2) A polynomial-time many-one reduces to B
(3) B does not polynomial-time many-one reduce to A.

In the proof given in Appendix A.1, as with most reductions arising from concrete
problems, the reduction from A to SAT is honest, in the sense that the size of the
query is the same as that of the string. (Here, it is x∈A iM f(|x|) is even and x is
in SAT.) Thus we remark that the generalization of Ladner’s theorem, proven by this
method, actually establishes the following.

Theorem 3 (Ladner). For every computable language B not in P, there exists a lan-
guage A such that

(1) A is not in P
(2) A polynomial-time honest many-one reduces to B
(3) B does not polynomial-time honest many-one reduce to A.

In the crudest terms, the proof in Appendix A.1 works by cutting holes out of
SAT, the language of satis@able Boolean formulae. The remaining language A contains
enough of SAT to be hard but enough holes to not be NP-complete. The length of the
holes may be very long to give the language enough time to “look back” to see when
a requirement is ful@lled.
The proof is in some sense unsatisfying. At the point of view of some input length,

the language A either looks very hard (like SAT) or very easy (the empty set). The
candidates we have for natural incomplete problems, factoring, graph isomorphism,
discrete logarithm, for example, probably do not have this property. Rather they are
“uniformly” harder than P and not NP-complete.
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Can we use the techniques of Ladner to create these kinds of incomplete sets? We
give evidence against this possibility.
To understand the issue, we @rst de@ne a notion of “uniform hardness” where a lan-

guage B is uniformly hard if for every A in P there are not arbitrarily large polynomial
input ranges where B and A agree.
The language A created by the construction in Appendix A.1 is not even close to

uniformly hard. Note that the proof in Appendix A.2 also is not uniformly hard: Since
f(n) grows greater than any @xed polynomial then f(n) − f(n − 1) also does and
there are arbitrarily polynomially large input ranges in L which are empty. However,
in the proof from Appendix A.2 the reduction given from L to SAT is not honest.
These observations inspires the following conjecture.

Conjecture 4. If there exist uniformly hard sets in NP then there exists incomplete
uniformly hard sets.

We show that under a hard to disprove assumption there exists minimal recursive
uniformly hard sets under polynomial-time honest many-one reductions. This shows that
Ladner’s proof techniques must produce sets with long sequences of easy instances.
Finding nonuniform incomplete sets, at least for honest reductions, will require new
techniques.

1.1. An historical perspective

The realization that virtually all combinatorial reductions arising from concrete prob-
lems were honest (such as those of Karp [17] and Garey and Johnson [12]) came very
early, and strong forms of this observation gave rise to conjectures such as the Iso-
morphism Conjecture of Berman and Hartmanis [8].
Examining the degrees of computable sets under various polynomial-time reductions

has a long history. Ladner [18] has the fundamental paper in this area, demonstrat-
ing considerable richness in the structures, showing that, for instance, for honest and
standard polynomial time m-, tt-, and T -reducibilities, there were minimal pairs and
that the structure was dense. In that paper Ladner introduced what has proven to be
the fundamental technique of “delayed diagonalization” which in many instances is
applied by making a language essentially trivial “long enough” to cause some de-
sired diagonalization. For instance, in the density theorem, as we observed above,
Ladner’s proof works by creating a set B which alternates between looking like A
and looking like some set in P such as ∅. These alternations may take a very long
time and thus cause B to look like an easy set for very long sequences of input
lengths. This technique is ubiquitous in the area. For instance, see BalcQazar et al. [7],
BalcQazar and Diaz [7], Landweber et al. [20], Chew and Machtey [10], Homer [14],
Regan [23], SchRoning [24], and Ambos-Spies [1,3]. It is even the case that most appli-
cations of the so-called “speedup technique” have at their heart a Ladner-type strategy.
We refer to, for instance, Downey [11], Shinoda-Slaman [25], Ambos-Spies [2], or
Shore-Slaman [26].
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One of the key motivations for the study of these structures is to give insight into
the natures of computation, nondeterminism, and feasibility. From this point of view
much of this work can have a somewhat unsatisfactory Savor. Wolfgang Maass coined
the phrase “punching large holes in sets”. In terms of concrete complexity of natural
problems, it seems unsatisfactory to say that if P �=NP then there are problems of
intermediate degree because we punch large holes in the language simply because we
can exploit the guaranteed totality of the reductions. (The point is that precisely that
the arguments given in Appendix A both work in the case of the classical truth table
degrees above the computability-theoretical degree of the halting problem.) Often one
feels that one is doing elementary set theory rather than complexity theory. In this
light the @rst motivation of the present paper is to ask what the universe looks like is
we only restrict our attention to languages where we would not punch large holes in
the languages.
A second related motivation comes from the point of view that the current evidence

suggests that not only does P �=NP, but hard instances occur fairly often. We have
tried to capture this idea in the notion of uniform hardness. Here we ask that not only
is the language not feasibly computable but it has no long easy intervals. From the
point of view that SAT is like this, it is very natural to study such languages.
Our @nal motivation is to attempt to relate some complexity-theoretical hypothe-

ses to structural ones for appropriate reducibilities. Homer [15] has one example for
the noncomputable languages under honest polynomial time reductions. Speci@cally,
Homer proved that there if P=NP then there exist minimal honest polynomial time
degrees. Homer’s languages are necessarily noncomputable, since Ladner’s argument
above demonstrates that there are no minimal honest polynomial time computable de-
grees. In our setting we get a nice consequence of the hypothesis that P=PSPACE. It
seems that getting the consequence to fail is related not to punching holes in languages,
but to the existence of certain types of one-way functions, although we do not explore
this here.

2. Uniformly hard sets

We de@ne “uniformly hard sets” to capture the notion of sets that do not have large
gaps where they may be easily computable.

De�nition 5. Let m; n∈N. For A⊆�∗, we let A � [m; n] denote

{x ∈ A: m6 |x|6 n}:

If n=m we write A � [n].

De�nition 6. We say that A⊆�∗ is uniformly hard iM for any language B∈P, there
is a k ∈N such that for all m¿2,

A � [m;mk ] �= B � [m;mk ]:
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The reader should note that an equivalent de@nition would say that A � [m;mk ] �=B
� [m;mk ] for su<ciently large m. Uniform hardness is not nearly as restrictive as
almost-everywhere hardness as de@ned by Geske [13], where no polynomial-time
algorithm can accurately characterize an in@nite subset of the strings.

De�nition 7. A set A is polynomial-time many-one honest reducible to B if there exists
a polynomial-time computable function f and a polynomial p such that
(1) f :�∗ →�∗ ∪{T; F},
(2) If f(x)∈�∗ then p(|f(x)|)¿|x| (honesty),
(3) x∈A if and only if f(x)∈B∪{T}.

We require honesty so we can @nd inverses to f using our P=PSPACE assumption.
We require T and F because in Ladner’s proof one gets long stretches of nothingness
and we would like an honest reduction to have something to map a positive instance
to.
Uniformly hard sets are upward closed under these reductions.

Lemma 8. If A is uniformly hard and polynomial-time many-one honest reducible to
B then B is also uniformly hard.

The polynomial-time many-one honest reductions give a partial order to the uni-
formly hard sets. A “polynomial-time many-one honest degree” is an equivalence class
under this ordering.
One might expect to prove that if SAT is not uniformly hard we can derive some

interesting collapse. But the possibility remains that at those inputs where SAT is hard,
it could be very hard. This possibility is exactly captured by generic oracles.

Theorem 9. Relative to any generic oracle, SAT and every other language in
PSPACE is not uniformly hard yet the polynomial-time hierarchy is in=nite.

Proof. Let M be a relativized turing machine such that for any A; MA accepts a
PSPACEA-complete set LA. We can assume without loss of generality that MA(x) only
queries strings in A of length less than |x|.
By Lemma 8 we need only show that LG is not uniformly hard relative to generic

oracles G. Since MA(x) cannot query whether x is in A, the generic conditions ensure
that

LG � [n; 2n] = G � [n; 2n]

for in@nitely many n. Since G is in PG, we have that LG is not uniformly hard relative
to G.
Since Yao’s proof [27] that the polynomial-time hierarchy is in@nite relative to some

oracle is a @nite extension argument, the polynomial-time hierarchy is in@nite relative
to all generics (see also [9]).
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Uniformly hardness also has an important role in the area of “hardness versus ran-
domness” [22,5,16]. One way to accurately state the recent result of Impagliazzo and
Wigderson [16] is as follows.

Theorem 10 (Impagliazzo-Wigderson). If a language in E cannot be accepted by any
2o(n)-size circuit family then every language in BPP is not uniformly hard.

3. Main result

Theorem 11. If P=PSPACE then there is a minimal uniformly hard polynomial-time
many-one honest degree of a computable set.

Proof. We must construct a uniformly hard set A so that for all B¡h
m A; B is not

uniformly hard. To achieve this goal, we use an in@nitary priority argument and satisfy
the requirements below.
Let We denote the eth P-time language so that “x∈We” is computable in time |x|e.
In the following, the variables n; m; k; s range over N and z; x; y over �∗. To make

A uniformly hard we meet the requirements.

Re: (∀∞n)[A � [n] �= We � [n]]:

Here, ∀∞n denotes “for almost all n” . Let ’e denote the eth polytime honest
m-reduction, so that for all x; ’e(x) is computable in time |x|e, and

(|’e(x)|)e ¿ |x|:

To make A have minimal degree we must meet the requirements below.

Me: (A6h
m ’−1

e (A)) ∨ (’−1
e (A) is not uniformly hard):

Initially we make A=�∗ and every string “active”. As we see below, as the construc-
tion progresses we will delete elements from A. As usual, in the construction speci@ed
below and later, languages are identi@ed with their characteristic functions.

Meeting Re in isolation. Meeting the Re requirements is not too di>cult. In isolation
for each length n¿2e, we pick an active x of length n and make We(x) �=A(x).

Meeting Me in isolation. The construction will proceed in stages s∈N. We will more
or less at stage s decide the fate of all strings z with |z|= s. Associated with Me will
be a current parameter k = k(e; s). We guarantee that k(e; s)¿k(e; s+1) for all e and
s. It might be that k(e; s)→∞ or it might come to a limit. The value k(e; s) goes to
∞ indicates that ’−1

e (A) is not uniformly hard.

Intuitive overview: The main idea is the following. We will try to divide the uni-
verse into sets of strings [s0; s0); [s1 = sk0 ; s

k
1 ); : : : ; where [si; s

k
i )= {z: si6|z|¡ski }. We
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consider such half open intervals in turn. We wish to see many strings z with the
image ’e(z) mapped to some length n in the interval [si; ski ). Using the PSPACE=P
assumption we can @gure this out, and moreover, we can restrict diagonalization to
only those strings which are images (or as we see “associates of images”) of strings in
the domain of ’e. Then we will argue that we can, again using P=PSPACE, invert the
’e map to make A6h;P

m ’e(A). The fact that there are many such images, still allows
us to make A uniformly hard.
On the other hand if there are not many then there are only few strings mapping into

the relevant interval. In this case, we will not use any such image for diagonalization
(that is, inactivate), and hence ’e(A) looks like ’e(∅) for that interval, anyway. In
that case we will reset, make the relevant k bigger, and argue that if this re-occurs
in@nitely often, there will be in@nitely many easy intervals whose lengths dominate all
polynomials, and hence ’e(A) cannot be uniformly hard.
Details Suppose that we have just reset k 3 and now have a particular value in mind.

At some stage we will begin to look at Me again. Suppose that s0 is such a stage. We
choose s0 large enough such that sk0¡2

√
s0 and s0¿2e.

Now we will act for Me at stage sk0 , and process those strings with lengths n where
s06n¡sk0 . Consider those strings x with s06|x|¡sk0 . Let tm be the number of active
strings of length m, at the stage that Me asserts control, and t= mins06m¡sk0

tm. At the
end of the stage we will guarantee that there are at least w= t=(sk0 + 1) active strings
remaining at each of these lengths.
We see if there is any length n with s06n¡sk0 such that
• there exist at least t=(1 + (1=sk0 )) active strings x with |x|= n, and such that there

exist a z with ’(z)= x.
There are two cases depending on whether the answer to • is yes or no.
Case 1: The answer to • is yes

For each m �= n with s06m¡sk0 , delete all but the lexicographically least w many
strings and make these deleted strings inactive. Let B(n; s) denote the remaining strings
of length n.
Now in order of m �= n, and in lexicographic order of x∈B(m; s), de@ne the

e-associate ae(x) to be lexicographically least active string of length n. Then make
ae(x) inactive. That leaves at least 2w strings of length n. Associate in the same way
the last w strings of length n with the @rst w and make the @rst w inactive. Delete and
make inactive all remaining strings of length n.
After this stage, all strings which have not been removed from A will either be

active or of the form ae(x) for some active x; that is associated with some active x.
We will ensure that, henceforth, any active x and its associate ae(x) will enter or leave
A together. That is, our promise is the following. For every active x,

x ∈ A iM ae(x) ∈ A:

3 That is, we have made k(e; s) into a diMerent value overriding, and bigger than, all previous k(e; s′) for
s′¡s.
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Now we reset s1 (the new s0) to be sk0 , and at stage s1 repeat the above with s1 in
place of s0. If the answer remains yes then we use s2 = sk1 , etc.

Outcome k. Suppose then that the answer is always yes. 4 In that case, we claim
that A6h

m’
−1
e (A). To see this, to decide if z ∈A from the ’−1

e (A) oracle, if |z|¡s0
then use a table lookup. Otherwise, compute i such that si6|z|6ski . Using the as-
sumption P=PSPACE, we can determine the active strings and their associates as
follows.
For a single e Initially all strings y with si6|y|6ski are active. Hence for a sin-

gle e, we merely need to see if there is a length n with si6n¡ski for which there
are at least 2si(1 + (ski )

−1) many x with |x|= n and ’e(q)= x for some q. Determi-
nation of whether this is true involves counting strings of length n, for each n in the
relevant range, determining if there is a q with ’e(q)= x. But since ’e is honest, a
PSPACE oracle can determine whether there is such a q for each x and using the
PSPACE oracle, again, can determine the number of such x for each n. 5 Since the an-
swer for this k is always yes, there will be some least such n. then the assignation of
associates from the other B(m; s) involves lexicographic cycling through each B(m; s)
and generating lexicographically the members of B(n; s). Again this can be done with
PSPACE.
Now if z is not active or an associate then z =∈A. If z is an associate then z ∈A

iM ’−1
e (z)∈’−1

e (A), where ’−1
e (z) is any element with ’e(’−1

e (z))= z found using a
PSPACE oracle. If z is active then z ∈A iM ’−1

e (a(z))∈’−1
e (A). We call this process

the outcome k.
Case 2: The answer to • is no. In this case our action is to delete all active strings

z with s06|z|6sk0 such that ∃x[’e(x)= z]. This leaves at least w active strings at each
length.

We reset k(e; s + 1)¿k(e; s). We will later attend Me, again repeating these steps
with a suitably longer s0.

Outcome ∞. Suppose that this no case repeats itself in@nitely often. The we claim
that ’−1

e (A) is not uniformly hard. Let k be given. Compute a ki and si su>ciently
large that

(si + 1)eke ¡ skii ;

and for which the outcome is no. Consider the interval of lengths [(si+1)e; (si+1)ek ].
We claim that

’−1
e (∅) � [(si + 1)e; (si + 1)ek ]
= ’−1

e (A) � [(si + 1)e; (si + 1)ek ]:

4 As we see in the next case, if the answer is ever “no” then we will reset k. Hence the only two
possibilities are “always yes” (for some k) or in@nitely often “no”.
5 Probably, one could do all of this with only a #P oracle.
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The point is that by the |x|e-honesty of ’e, it can only be that

’−1
e ([(si + 1)e; (si + 1)ek ])

⊆ �∗ � [si; (si + 1)eke] ⊆ �∗[si; skii ]:

But since we make sure that there are no z in [si; s
ki
i ] with z in the range of ’e, we

get the claim.
Therefore, for each k there is a m with ’−1

e (A) � [m;mk ] =’−1
e (∅) � [m;mk ]. Hence,

’−1
e (A) is not uniformly hard.
In summary, either we get the outcome k for some k ∈N, in which case A6h

m’
−1
e (A),

or k(e; s)→∞, the so-called #2 outcome which witnesses the fact that ’−1
e (A) is not

uniformly hard.

3.1. Combining requirements

The construction will proceed in stages. The actual action is determined by recur-
sion. The requirements are processed in some priority ordering, which, initially will
be R0;M0;R1;M1; : : : . As we will see this will change in the construction, at least
for the Mj. Any Re requirement, will have at most e − 1 Mj requirements of higher
priority. When they stop processing strings (by inactivating and deleting), then Re can
choose the least unused string of length m left to diagonalize. So it is simply a matter
of ensuring that there are enough length m strings left. Thus, basically there is no
problem with any number of Rj-type requirements combining with a single Me. This
is because we retain at least at 2−

√
m fraction of the active strings every time length

m is processed. We only bring in the Re requirements slowly. We ensure that length
m is processed for at most log logm requirements.
The problems become more subtle when we consider more than one Me-type

requirements, say Me and Mf with e¡f. (Two requirements are representative, and
the inductive strategies continue in the obvious way.) First we will always ensure com-
patibility of the k(e; s) and k(f; s) by ensuring that at each stage s they are towers
of 2, and hence either k(e; s) is a root of k(f; s) or vice versa. We will ask that they
be distinct. We make the initial value of k(i; 0) a tower of 2’s of height 2i + 1.
Now what turns out to be important is the relative sizes of ke= k(e; s) and kf =

k(f; s) rather than their priorities, since we will use a dynamic priority ordering, in a
sense to be described below. To begin with suppose that we have ke¡kf. Then we
will have kf = kd

e for some d. Both Me and Mf will deal with the same s0 in the
sense of the isolated strategy. But, assuming that Me has the ke outcome each time,
the f-interval [s0; s

kf
0 ] will consist of d e-intervals of the form

[s0; s
ke
0 ]; [s1 = ske0 ; ske1 ]; : : : ; [sd; s

ke
d ]:

Call these intervals I1; : : : ; Id.
Now we regard the output of the basic e-module applied to It as producing equiv-

alence classes of strings with two strings, one active and one its associate. Consider
the active string the representative of this class.
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In future applications of the basic modules for the R and M requirements, treat any
query to an element of an equivalence class as a query to the active representative. If
the representative is deleted then so should all of the other elements in the class. This
may in turn yield larger equivalence classes with still one active representative.
Thus, at the very stage t= sked = skf0 we get to process for Mf, all of the I1; : : : ; Id

will have been e-processed, and many strings will have been inactivated, deleted, or
associated. Mf simply deals with this smaller universe, seeing each pair as a single
element.
To complete the description of the construction, we remark that if the answer to

• is no, we will reset k(e; s) (or k(f; s) as the case may be) to be the next largest
unused tower of 2. We also reset s0 to start at the next appropriate point for it. For
instance, if k(e; s) was reset while processing [sj; s

ke
j ), because the answer to • was

no then we would reset s0 for it to be skf0 . For convenience, the tower of 2
′ we reset

ke to be determines its new priority which means when it gets processed. Thus, if the
new ke is k ′ then we will make Me now have priority below Rk′ . Note that if the
k(e; s) has a limit then this causes no problem. There is a @xed depth of higher priority
requirements that get processed before it and hence a PSPACE oracle can determine
the active elements, equivalence classes etc.
If the k(e; s) has no limit, then the result is in@nitely often the same as having ∅ as

an oracle.
There are no problems extending this to arbitrary depths of requirements, and the

calculation of the exact numbers merely obscures the proof.

4. Future directions

We show that Ladner’s nonminimality result appears to require creating large gaps
of easiness. There are several directions one can take this research including

• Weaken or eliminate the P=PSPACE assumption.
• Find a complexity theoretical hypothesis (such as a strong one way hypothesis) for
which there are no languages minimal in our sense.

Appendix A

For completeness and to aid discussion we give two proofs that if P �=NP then there
exists an incomplete set A in NP− P.
Both proofs have a similar set up. First we assume that P �=NP. Every NP-complete

language is not in P with this assumption and we will focus on one of them, namely
SAT, the language of satis@able Boolean formula.
We have two sets of requirements to ful@ll. Let M1; M2; : : : be an enumeration of

deterministic Turing machines clocked so that the machine Mi(x) runs in time |x|i and
captures all of the languages in P. We also have a similar list fi of the polynomial-time
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computable functions.

(1) Ri: A �=L(Mi).
(2) Si: For some x; x∈SAT and fi(x) =∈A or x =∈SAT and fi(x)∈A.

In addition we need to guarantee that A is in NP.

A.1. Proof by blowing holes in SAT

Our set A will be de@ned using a function f by

A = {x | x ∈ SAT and f(|x|) is even}:

Note that if we make f(n) computable in polynomial in n time then A will be in NP.
The function f will be set to the current stage of the construction. Intuitively in

stage 2i, we keep f(n)= 2i for large enough n until condition Ri is ful@lled. If Ri is
never ful@lled then the set A will be equal to L(Mi) and a @nite diMerence from SAT
condradicting the assumption that P �=NP.
In stage 2i + 1 we keep f(n)= 2i + 1 until condition Si is ful@lled. If Si is never

ful@lled then A will be @nite and SAT reduces to A via fi which would put SAT in
P, again contradicting the fact that P �=NP.
The trick is to do this while keeping f polynomial-time computable. We do this by

delayed diagonalization, i.e., we do not start a new stage until we see the requirement
for the previous stage has been ful@lled on inputs so small we can test it. Thus we do
not start a new stage until well after the old requirements are ful@lled.
We now formally de@ne f(n) inductively in n. Let f(0)=f(1)=2. For n¿1 we

de@ne f(n + 1) as follows: If logf(n) n¿n then let f(n + 1)=f(n). Otherwise we
have two cases:

f(n) = 2i: Check to see if there is an input x; |x|6log n such that either
(1) Mi(x) accepts and either f(|x|) is odd or x is not in SAT, or
(2) Mi(x) rejects and f(|x|) is even and x is in SAT.

If such an x exists then let f(n+ 1)=f(n) + 1 otherwise we let f(n+ 1)=f(n).
f(n) = 2i + 1: Check to see if there is an input x; |x|6log n such that either
(1) x is in SAT and either f(|fi(x)|) is odd or fi(x) is not in SAT, or
(2) x is not in SAT and f(|fi(x)|) is even and fi(x) is in SAT.

If such an x exists then let f(n+ 1)=f(n) + 1 otherwise we let f(n+ 1)=f(n).

Since to compute f(n) we only examine x with |x|6log n and

|x|i 6 logi n6 logf(n) n ¡ f(n);

we can compute f(n) in time polynomial in n. It is straightforward to check that f(n)
does not increase until the corresponding requirements if ful@lled and that if f(n)
remains constant for all large n then we will have violated the P �=NP assumption.
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A.2. Proof by padding SAT

Here the idea is to encode SAT questions of length n on inputs of length f(n).
De@ne the language L as

L = {)01f(n)−|n|−1 |) in SAT; and |)| = n}:
We will create a polynomial-time computable in n function f large enough so that L
is not NP-complete but not so large as to make L in P.
We will keep f(n)= ni long enough to ful@ll Ri and then let f(n)= ni+1.
We de@ne formally de@ne an algorithm for computing f(n). Let i=1 initially. For

each n in order we do the following: Let f(n)= ni. Check to see if there is an input
x; |x|6log n such that either
(1) Mi(x) accepts and x is not in L, or
(2) Mi(x) rejects and x is in L.

If so let i= i + 1 otherwise leave i unchanged. Go onto the next n.
Since we are only checking very small x, we can compute f in polynomial time

in n.
Suppose that L is in P. We then have that L=L(Mi) for some i so f(n)= ni for

suitably large n. But then we have an easy reduction from SAT to L and SAT would
also be in P, violating our assumption.
So we have ful@lled all of the Ri requirements and i goes to in@nity. Suppose some

requirement Sj is not ful@lled. We then have a function fj that reduces SAT to L. We
want to show that we can now compute whether ) is in SAT in polynomial time.
Since fj runs in time bounded by nj we have that for all ); |fj())|6|)|j. There

must be some n0 such that for all n¿n0; f(n)= nk for some k¿j. We hardwire
satis@ability for all inputs of length up to n0.
Suppose we have a formula ) with |)|¿n0. If fj()) is not in the range of f

then fj()) is not in L so ) is not in SAT. Otherwise, fj())=  01f(m)−m−1 where
m= | | and ) in SAT if and only  is in SAT. We have f(m)= |fj())|6|)|j so
| |=m6|)|j=k if f(m)=mk . Since |)|¿n0 we have k¿j so | |¡|)|. If | |6n0
then we know whether  and thus ) is in SAT. Otherwise we apply this algorithm
recursively to  . Since | | gets smaller each step the algorithm runs in polynomial
time.
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